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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to
cut our ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a
Blessed Hope enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer

Russia tells UN: ‘Arbitrary Israeli force’ is cause of
West Bank violence
Jerusalem Post
Varganov spoke a week after the UN condemned Russia’s war against Ukraine amid rising tensions
between Jerusalem and Moscow. Israel did not speak at the meeting, held during Shmini Atzeret.
Russia blamed Israel’s “disproportionate and arbitrary” force against Palestinians for the ongoing West
Bank violence when it spoke Monday at a meeting of the United Nations Second Committee in New
York.
“We consider it counterproductive, those efforts, particularly by Western states, to replace the political
process with economic peace and promote an Arab-Israeli normalization of relations without addressing
the Palestinian problem.”
Evgeny Varganov, a senior counselor at the Russian mission to the UN
“The steady, high level of violence continues not only near the Gaza Strip, but also on the West Bank...
because of arbitrary and disproportionate use of force in Israeli military operations,” said Evgeny
Varganov, a senior counselor at the Russian mission to the UN.
He spoke a week after the UN condemned Russia’s war against Ukraine amid rising tensions between
Jerusalem and Moscow. Israel did not speak at the meeting, which was held during the Shimini Atzeret
holiday.
Israel is in the midst of an IDF Operation Breaking the Wave, whose aim is to stop terror attacks.
Varganov said Moscow was “particularly concerned” by “Israel’s establishment of facts on the ground.”
He included in this the expansion of “illegal settlements while continuing the practice of violent
displacement of Palestinians” such as through “demolishing houses, and expropriating property,
including farmland.”

Varganov spoke in Russian, but his words were translated by the UN. He expressed his concern at the
absence of a peace process to achieve a two-state resolution to the conflict within the confines of the
pre-1967 lines with east Jerusalem as the capital of a Palestinian state.
“Stagnation in the Middle East peace process continues to be a source of permanent tension in the
Middle East region and North Africa,” he said.
No replacement for two states
Varganov dismissed the possibility that economic peace, or the Abraham Accords, that normalized ties
between Israel and four Arab states, could replace a two-state resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
“We consider it counterproductive, those efforts, particularly by Western states, to replace the political
process with economic peace and promote an Arab-Israeli normalization of relations without addressing
the Palestinian problem.”
He took issue with the decisions of the Trump administration to relocate its embassy to Jerusalem and
to recognize Israeli sovereignty over the Golan Heights.
“The widening practice of unilateral measures” are dangerous, he said, as he pointed to those two
examples.
“This is the decision of the US on Jerusalem and the illegitimate recognition of Israel’s sovereignty in
the occupied Syrian Golan Heights, which is a gross violation of international law,” he said.
“We wish to assert that the Golan is unconditionally Syrian territory,” Varganov emphasized.

Eugenics Rears Its Ugly Head—Why We Should Not Tolerate The
Left’s Warped Worldview
October 5, 2022

According to radical Democrat Socialist Congresswoman, Alexandria
Ocasio Cortez, it’s better not to be born than to be alive if you’re poor.
She sent out another tweet last week that we’re going to dissect.
Even sadder than her callous comments, many of her liberal followers chimed in and agreed with
her twisted, eugenic views on Twitter. Remember, these people are allowed to vote. And they
openly vote for pro-death candidates.
In the warped worldview and Marxist-driven ideology of AOC, one sees the world through the lens
of class struggle, there are oppressors and those who are oppressed. She recently said that
“forcing” women to give birth “against their will” is a “profound economic issue.”
Ah. There it is. Eugenics also rears its ugly head. We’ll get to that in a minute.

Last week, AOC tweeted this:
Abortion rights are a class struggle too.
When the powerful force people to give birth against their will, they trap millions into cycles of
economic setback and desperation. Especially in a country without guaranteed healthcare.
And desperate workers are far easier to exploit.”
First, there is no such thing as a “right to abortion” in the true meaning of the words “right” and
“abortion.” In her world however, a pagan government gives you the right to murder those alive in
the womb, and to decide which human lives should be allowed to be born.
If God gives us inalienable rights beginning with life, then why would it be permissible for man (or
woman) to murder of a pre-born human being – or millions created in His image? Is it compassion
to eliminate those who are seen as weak, unfit, or unable to be provided for?
The Bible teaches us to defend the weak and disadvantaged:
“Uphold the cause of the poor and the oppressed. . . . Rescue the weak and the needy” Psalm 82:4
In all things I have shown you that by working hard in this way we must help the weak
and remember the words of the Lord Jesus, how he himself
said, ‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.’ ” Acts 20:35
Blessed is the one who considers the poor! In the day of trouble the Lord delivers him; Psalm 41:1
God is no respecter of persons. Killing the disadvantaged, less fortunate, or weeding out the weak
is discriminatory, sinful and ungodly.
It is pre-meditated murder, not compassion.
Follow the science, the verifiable facts of life in a pregnant mother’s womb. Follow the truth, and do
not make abortion a ‘political’ issue.
If you follow AOC’s line of reasoning, if you can call it that, then there should be laws and penalties
against ‘unapproved’ people having sex. At what income level do you draw the line against starting
a family and having sexual intercourse, even in the context of marriage?
Does this sound like a joke?
Planned Parenthood founder, Margaret Sanger once insisted married couples be required to obtain
a license to have children. Quite China-esque, don’t you think?

This demonic ideology is part of the legacy of Sanger, who wanted to limit or even prevent black
babies from being born. Selective breeding of fellow humans. Have you ever heard about the
“Negro Project”? Look it up. It’s no mistake that today, approximately 79% of Planned Parenthood
businesses are in minority neighborhoods.
Sanger, who would truly be called a “white supremacist” if she were alive today, laid the foundation
for this liberal feminist social agenda that has left millions of post-abortive women in anguish, grief,
pain, and regret after Planned Parenthood’s century in business.
Writing for Newsbusters, Jason Cohen reminds us that being poor in America is far better than
having an average income in many other countries. He adds:
Per AOC’s logic, should poor countries stop having babies and abort all the unborn
ones? According to the radical left, this would help mitigate climate change because it would fix the
so-called overpopulation problem. So if they keep going in this genocidal direction, perhaps they will
eventually be advocating for this.
Sounds like leftist elites playing god since they have rejected Him. The patience and mercy of the
one true, living God will not last forever.
Young girls in classrooms today and young women in modern culture have been groomed to be
rebellious, God-denying activists. They’ve been sold lies that sex without any restraints is freedom,
and a baby is just a problem to be dealt with rather than a gift from God!
Like Margaret Sanger who regarded the weak as “feeble minded,” progressive elites such as Hillary
Clinton, Nancy Pelosi, Michelle Obama, Elizabeth Warren, Stacy Abrams, and AOC, are openly
rebelling against their Creator. And their followers have joined the death cult.
This whole subject should grieve us and we should not tolerate this evil.
How offensive it is that AOC seems to be implying for those below a certain income level or class
status, their lives are simply not worth living. Is the only solution to murder more unborn babies?
What ever happened to love your neighbor? How about (the church and) more fellow human beings
helping these women and their babies?
Forget what you’ve been told, and reject the propaganda of the liberal media, Hollywood, academia,
and Democrats (redundant, I realize). Believers in Christ, don’t be deceived by their rhetoric. Are
you willing to be a voice for the voiceless?
As for the silent pulpits, encourage your pastors to take the lead and speak about this issue
because it is literally a matter of life and death.
Thankfully, righteousness will ultimately prevail because the Bible is true and Jesus, who was
Himself born in poverty, wins in the end.

Pfizer executive admits COVID-19 vaccine was never
tested to prevent transmission: 'This is scandalous'
CHRIS PANDOLFO
OCTOBER 11, 2022
In a shocking admission, a Pfizer executive on Monday stated that the company did not know if the
COVID-19 mRNA vaccine it developed with BioNTech would prevent viral transmission before
bringing it to market last year.
Janine Small, the president of international development markets for Pfizer, testified before the
European Parliament's COVID-19 committee Monday on behalf of Pfizer CEO Dr. Albert Bourla, who
was summoned by the committee but pulled out of his appointment.
During questions, Dutch Member of Parliament Rob Roos, a conservative and opponent of Europe's
COVID-19 passports, asked Small whether Pfizer could provide lawmakers with evidence it believed
the vaccine would prevent coronavirus transmission before bringing it to market.
"Was the Pfizer COVID vaccine tested on stopping the transmission of the virus before it entered the
market?" Roos asked. "If not, please say it clearly. If yes, are you willing to share the data with this
committee?”
In response, Small said Pfizer did not know that the vaccine would prevent transmission before
bringing it to market.
“Regarding the question around, did we know about stopping immunization before it entered the
market? No," she admitted.
"These, um, you know, we had to really move at the speed of science to really understand what is
taking place in the market. And from that point of view, we had to do everything at risk,” Small said.
Following guidance from public health authorities, many governments in Europe and around the world
implemented policies requiring people to show proof of COVID-19 vaccination in order to fully
participate in public life. These "COVID passports" were issued on the premise that the vaccinated
were protected from illness so that they could socialize with other people without risk of spreading the
disease.
Roos, who along with a handful of other members of European Parliament objected to vaccination
requirements, said in a video Tuesday that the justification for COVID passports "was always a lie."
"If you don't get vaccinated, you're anti-social! This is what the Dutch prime minister and health
minister told us. You don't get vaccinated just for yourself, but also for others — you do it for all of
society. That's what they said," Roos recounted. "Today, this turns out to be complete nonsense."
Roos said Small's admission that the vaccine was not tested to prevent transmission "removes the
entire legal basis for the COVID passport. The COVID passport that led to massive institutional
discrimination as people lost access to essential parts of society."
"I find this to be shocking, even criminal," Roos added.

The mRNA vaccine developed by Pfizer-BioNTech was granted emergency use authorization in the
United States on Dec. 11, 2020, and later granted Food and Drug Administration approval on August
23, 2021. The vaccine is marketed as Comirnaty and is used for the prevention of COVID-19 in
individuals 12 years of age and older, though it is authorized for emergency use in children as young
as five.
In granting an emergency use authorization to Pfizer in late 2020, the FDA wrote that there was no
evidence that the vaccine prevents transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from person to person.
Public health officials, including the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, maintain that
COVID-19 vaccination significantly lowers the risk of severe illness, hospitalization, and death for
those infected with COVID-19.
"Like all vaccines, COVID-19 vaccines are not 100% effective at preventing infection. Some people
who are up to date with their COVID-19 vaccinations will get COVID-19 breakthrough infection," the
CDC says. "However, staying up to date with your COVID-19 vaccinations means that you are less
likely to have a breakthrough infection and, if you do get sick, you are less likely to get severely ill or
die."
Prior to the vaccine's approval, Pfizer claimed that studies showed its vaccine was as much as 91.3%
effective against COVID-19 and 100% effective in preventing infections in at least one study.
Roos said that the Pfizer executive's admission that the vaccine was never tested for preventing
transmission was "scandalous."
"Millions of people worldwide felt forced to get vaccinated because of the myth that 'you do it for
others.' Now this turned out to be a cheap lie. This should be exposed."
Pfizer did not respond to a request for comment.
Over time, the vaccine has proved to have waning efficacy against mutating strains (Delta, Omicron,
etc.) of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Health officials have advocated for people to receive COVID-19
booster shots as breakthrough infections have become more common.
Still, officials have claimed, contrary to the evidence that COVID-19 vaccination will prevent infection.
President Joe Biden in July 2021 stated, "You're not going to get COVID if you have these
vaccinations." About a year later, he tested positive for the virus despite being fully vaccinated and up
to date with booster shots.
Outgoing White House chief medical adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci, the government's go-to health
spokesman during the pandemic, has also given conflicting statements on the vaccine's
effectiveness. In May 2021, Fauci told CBS News that vaccinated people were a "dead end" for the
virus, saying the likelihood a vaccinated person could transmit COVID was "very, very low."
"When you get vaccinated, you not only protect your own health and that of the family, but also you
contribute to the community health by preventing the spread of the virus throughout the community,”
Fauci said.
However, in August 2021, during the Delta wave, Fauci told Katie Couric that vaccinated people could
still transmit the virus. "They’re either without symptoms or only mildly symptomatic,” he said. “So it’s
less that it’s going to make the vaccinated person sick. It’s more that it’s going to allow the vaccinated

person to transmit it to someone else who might get sick, like a vulnerable person in the family, an
elderly individual, a child who’s unvaccinated.”
The point wasn't to prevent transmission, but rather reduce the severity of illness, Fauci explained at
the time. "The vaccine is doing exactly what we wanted it to do,” he said. “It’s preventing people from
getting seriously ill — that’s the reason why you get vaccinated.”

Headlines – Rapture Ready
Significant Warming Heads Into Greenland Early This Week while Central Europe Will Face an
Intense Heatwave Rapidly Followed by an Arctic Outbreak in Eastern Europe and a Second
Powerful Heatwave in the Mediterranean.
Extreme dynamism will characterize the Northern Hemisphere weather next week. Perhaps the most
striking event is certainly represented by the intense warm advection heading towards Greenland
early this week. Temperature anomalies are forecasted to exceed +20°C over much of Greenland
where warming will be significant.
Russian Angara rocket launches mysterious military satellite
Russia launched a small military satellite on Saturday (Oct. 15), pulling off its third orbital mission in
less than a week.
Astronomers discovered something strange about ‘potentially hazardous’ asteroid Phaethon
Researchers recently made one particularly notable discovery about Phaethon: Its spin is speeding
up. The asteroid’s rotational period is decreasing by 4 milliseconds per year. Even a small change
like this could impact the DESTINY+ observations.
Officials Urge People to Pack “Go Bags”, Prepare for Eruption, at World’s Largest Active
Volcano in Hawaii, Mauna Loa
Seismic unrest is building at the world’s largest active volcano in Hawaii, where officials are urging
people on the Big Island of Hawaii to pack “go bags” and prepare for the inevitable eruption of the
giant Mauna Loa volcano. Peak numbers of over 100 earthquakes per day occurred on September
23rd and 29th. While 65 quakes hit in the 24 hours ending yesterday, there were 53 similar
earthquakes in the 24 hours ending today.
B-52 bombers, 60 warplanes fly near Russia in new joint nuke NATO exercise
B-52 bombers and around 60 other aircraft are taking part in NATO’s weeks-long nuclear exercise,
which kicks off on Monday amid Russian threats of nuclear war. According to a statement by the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 14 countries and up to 60 aircraft will take part in the
nuclear exercise known as “Steadfast Noon.” A NATO official said part of the exercise would be held
more than 625 miles from Russia,
Elon Musk tweets out nuclear WW3 scenario – ‘Civilization is over’
Elon Musk once again raised concerns about the possibility that the Russian invasion of Ukraine
could turn into a nuclear war on Monday, this time laying out a scenario where Ukrainian efforts to
take back Crimea set off a nuclear war.

Army Res. major, NY candidate makes porno to prove ‘commitment’ to ‘sex rights’
A major in the U.S. Army Reserves and New York congressional candidate released a sex tape just
weeks before the midterm elections in an effort to “demonstrate [his] commitment” to a “sex positive”
domestic policy, including decriminalizing and legalizing sex work.
Officer Begs School Not to Unlock Doors for Armed Men, But Vice Principal Did the
Unthinkable
The nation’s largest police union blasted the “woke” assistant principals of an Ohio high school for
allowing four masked gunmen to enter because they were more concerned that the police would
apprehend the suspects than they were about the safety of the students hiding inside from the
intruders. “They risked the lives of CHILDREN to show how woke they are. Can’t make it up.”
Reuters “fact check.” We never said the vaccines would prevent anything
There has been a considerable amount of understandable buzz and unrest making the rounds since
a Pfizer executive was forced to admit to a European Union conference that they never tested their
COVID vaccine to see if it would actually prevent infections or halt the transmission of the virus prior
to it being rushed onto the market and mandated almost universally. This has left many health
officials and elected officials with …. on their faces and vocal sectors of the public demanding
answers.

